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EDITOR’S
N O T E

D

ear Readers,

This eid season Sync creates a bond with the new festive styles, ideas
and fashion. The essence of eid after the holy month of Ramadan is just
here which Sync fulfils with grace and roaring ideas. As Zainab Chottani
and Sania Maskatiya launched their latest Eid collections this year,
Sync didn’t forget to showcase the extravangance of eid outfits to our
viewers.
We have for you some creative hijab fashion ideas for all our hijabi
ladies out there so they can carry themselves even more classy this Eid.
Nonetheless we thought it was mandatory to include some eidi and gift
ideas for this festive season as this is the speciality of the occasion.

A father is important in every life! We celebrate and appreciate fathers day through giving some major
ideas on how to impress your dad.
The wedding of the year undoubtedly was the most highlighted royal wedding this year where Prince
Harry tied the knot with the actress Meghan Markle. Sync has some juicy talks through the wedding to
amuse our readers and hope you guys enjoy spilling some good tea!
Enjoy perfect tips related to food, health and much more in this issue!
Eid Mubarak All!
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EIDI AND GIFT IDEAS

EID-AL-FITR 2018
Gift-giving is a tradition in most Islamic cultures. You wouldn’t show up at someone’s home for dinner
without a small gift for the hostess or children. Many of us today give Eidi on this Eid in the form of
money but giving eid gifts is lovelier for your loved ones and relatives and brings a sense of togetherness
between you and them. For Eid-al-Fitr, gifts take on a more celebratory role. In Islamic countries the
practice of gift giving during these holidays is largely based on giving children gifts. It makes the event
feel festive. For children who have fasted the entire month of Ramadan (after which we celebrate Eidal-Fitr) this is a token, a reward for their hard work and sacrifices. Even for adults, the idea of giving
sweet gifts is very good because this is what they least expect from you. A different gesture of gift can
put huge smile on their faces and build your relationship more strong. Here are some eid gift ideas we
can give you:

1
2

JEWELRY
Jewelry is the favorite thing to gift to girls and ladies.
It makes them excited, happy and more appreciable.
Accessorize your loved one’s hijab with unique and
custom made hijab pins and sets. Trendy accessories with
a traditional twist are the specialty of young girls and
can be gifted on occasions like Eid. If you are shopping
for someone who likes a little glitz and glamour, be sure
to browse different collection! Simple, dainty, modern,
everyday jewelry is liked by many ladies especially the
elegant ones so be sure to know the style of the person
you are gifting it to.

EID EDIBLES PACKAGES
Checkerboard Cookies look amusing, tastes delicious and are also
entertained by kids. Some people just love multi-colored cookies.
I think these are a fun addition to any cookie plate. Want to have
a special breakfast treat either at the masjid or to send home with
kids? What about a breakfast pizza? Summer Eid’s a great time to
do this. Simply bake the crusts and provide the frosting in a small
container, and fruit in another What about Eid chocolates? There
are many shops which have custom made eid chocolates and these
are mostly liked by ladies and children so you can make them
happy by giving it too.
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4
5

EID CARDS AND GREETINGS
Jewelry is the favorite thing to gift to girls and ladies.
It makes them excited, happy and more appreciable.
Accessorize your loved one’s hijab with unique and
custom made hijab pins and sets. Trendy accessories with
a traditional twist are the specialty of young girls and
can be gifted on occasions like Eid. If you are shopping
for someone who likes a little glitz and glamour, be sure
to browse different collection! Simple, dainty, modern,
everyday jewelry is liked by many ladies especially the
elegant ones so be sure to know the style of the person
you are gifting it to.

ARTWORK AND HOME DECOR
Know someone who lives and breathes for color and
design? Give them something special to hang on the wall.
You can gift them something like abstract work which
can be breathtaking and each piece tells a story. Perhaps
one of my favorite art techniques in use, Harts Henna
Artistry brings the elegance of henna to your home with
products adorned in the intricate styling. Candles, mason
jars, pillows and dishes to spruce up anyone’s home.
Decals liven up any room without hassle. You can gift a
collection of wall decals that will bring festivity to your
Eid celebration. If you have any modern art lovers you can
gift them a full of beautiful, modern inspired, Islamic art.
Splurge on one of the canvases or opt for a more budget
friendly print, journal or stencil set.

BEAUTY AND SPA PRODUCTS
Treat your friends and relatives to artisan soaps,
lip balms, lotions, oils and more. You can purchase
these from stores which create luxurious products
without the use of harsh chemicals, additives or
preservatives. Don’t forget the hair and beard wash,
beard oil, and the alchemist soaps fot the men in
your life. Giving these as an Eid gift is quite a nice
option for people who love to have such products!
www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2018
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One of Vol
Pakistan’s
5, Issue 02 leading fashion and lifestyle consultant, Maria Asif Baig launched her
brand MANARA with its debut Eid Festive Luxury Lawn Collection 2018, Daastan Dosti
Ki through a media preview followed by iftaar at The Nishat Hotel.
Available for pre-booking at https://www.facebook.com/manarabymaria, MANARA’s
debut luxury lawn collection Daastan Dosti Ki is inspired by, and dedicated to, Maria’s
friends who each in their own unique way contributed to the making of MANARA, to this
journey of highs and lows and the strength that lies in it. Daastan Dosti Ki is an ode to this
friendship. The collection features a bold play of colours and intricate embroideries in the
brand’s signature singular aesthetics. A luxury lawn line distinguished featuring exclusively
developed hand woven fabrics, unique techniques of print and addition of handcrafted
skills such as mukesh and crochet.

The evening was attended by celebrities,
socialites and media personalities alike
including actress Mira Ansari, models Waleed
Khalid, Cybil Chaudhry, Nooray Bhatti, Rubab
Ali and Alisha Khan to name a few. The event
management for the event was done by Arya
Events with public relations by Lotus.
A graduate of the prestigious Pakistan Institute
of Fashion and Design, an affiliate of La
Chambre Syndicale De La Couture Parisienne
France, Maria started her career as part of the
creative team at HSY. After working as the
Head of Design Team for HSY for several years,
she decided to branch out independently into
the fashion and textile market. Maria is the
Founding Director of the textile and fashion
consultancy, Project House, set up in 2016,
which offers creative consultancy services to
textile mills and fashion houses.
www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2018
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Maria Asif Baig
all set to launch her debut Eid Festive Luxury
Lawn collection MANARA!

MANARA by Maria Asif Baig is Project House’s first in-house
brand. The brand MANARA aims to introduce multiple unstitched
collections, featuring an embroidered lawn, an intricately crafted
luxury line and an exclusively developed range of hand-crafted
fabrics.
For more information, please visit:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/manarabymaria/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/Manarabymaria/
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Sania Maskatiya launches “AMILA
Eid Collection 2018

This season, Sania Maskatiya’s Eid collection brings together contemporary elegance. A delicate mix of embroideries
against a backdrop of cottons and nets in an array of pastels and jewel colours, the collection features the brand’s
signature detailing bringing together ensembles in symphony. With distinct feminine cuts in luxe fabrics and signature
prints for the festive season, this collection comprises of separates available in multiple sizes.
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Credits:

Photography: Shahbaz Shahzi
Model: Sadaf Kanwal
Makeup: Shazia
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Menswear Collection

Credits:

Photography: Shahbaz Shahzi
Model: Shahzad Noor
Styling: Sajid at Sajid’s Salon
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HIJAB FASHION FOR EID

Styles and Ideas
Eid is just around the corner and those of you who wear hijab might still have to buy ones
that go with your outfits. In this very article we will be sharing ideas for Muslim women eid
fashion as how to match hijab with Eid dress and latest hijab styles for 2018 Eid.

Silk hijab

Silk scarves look fabulous
on occasions like Eid so
try looking for a patterned
silk scarf that goes with the
shade of your dress. The tie
effect made using this scarf
looks amazing. A silk scarf
that matches your dress
perfectly might be a little
hard to find but is surely
worth the trouble.
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Hijab Flower

Hijab Accessories

Maatha pattis are a favorite
peace of head jewellery and
they can easily be used with
any style of hijab.

This hijab look can be your
favorite. You can make
the flower yourself, using
some of the leftover fabric
from your dress. Instead
of just one flower like the
one shown in the picture,
try using a bunch of three
flowers and look beautiful.

Criss Cross Braided
Hijab
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Here is another beautiful way
of wearing the hijab, which
combines both the criss cross
and the braided style. With
a look like this, you don’t
even need a lot of jewelry or
makeup as the hijab is the
highlight of your outfit and
look.

Multi-Shaded Hijab

This is another common way
of wearing the hijab but what
makes it look so spectacular
here is the use of double shades

Turban Hijabs For
Party Wears

go for. It looks great for evening
functions, dinners or get
togethers that are a part of the
Eid festivities.

Adorable Style For
Round Face Hijabis

This is a minimalist look for
girls who like to keep things
simple. The hijab style involves
simply wrapping the two ends
of your hijab around the neck
and letting the ends hang at
in it. It looks great on women
with square face shape as it
helps conceal the wide jaw
bones.

Eid Function Outfit
Simple And Elegant

If you have some new
accessories or a statement
necklace to wear with your eid
outfit, this is the hijab style to

your back. It’s perfect for girls
who have a round shaped face.

Turban hijabs look great with
modern or ethnic eid outfits.

Fashion Blogger’s
Style Eid Hijabs

Since Eid this year is going to
be a hot one for most of us,
pastel and nude colours will be
a prominent choice. The famous
hijabi blogger Leena’s Eid look
consisted of an all white outfit
with pinkish nude hijab.
Another hijabi blogger Melanie
Elturk from Haute Hijab whose
Eid look includes a beautifully
printed hijab can impress you.
The way she wears her hijab
here is also really nice and
unique since she tucked the
hijab inside her shirt for chic
but modest vibes.
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Wedding Of The Year
Breaking The Royalty Into New Terms
It’s not late when the historic and world watched wedding of Prince
Harry and Meghan Markle took place. These two were discussed
all around the world not only because it was the royal wedding of
Prince Harry( Second son of Princess Diana) but also because
it broke many of the usual norms of a royal wedding, its basic
conventions and regulatory.
Prince harry who is the prince of England and grandson of Queen
Elizabeth married a divorced actress Meghan Markle who reportedly
is also 3 years older than him and set new boundaries of royalty.
Meghan was welcomed into the royal family on May 19 this year
and will be one of the first woman who lived a simple life before
entering the royal family and will be following many royal duties
from now on.
There was a time when a senior royal having a relationship with
a divorcee was seen as disastrous. And over half a century later,
Prince Charles was able to finally marry his divorced long-term
partner Camilla Parker-Bowles because of new ruling from the
Church of England, but there was still public conflict surrounding
the couple’s union.
But no more! Meghan has been welcomed into the Royal Family
with open arms, and the British public approves of its new princess.
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Prince Harry Weds Meghan Markle
Ever since the weddings of Queen Victoria’s children, it has been customary for royal couples to take to the balcony at
Buckingham Palace to acknowledge the crowds below.
Then in 1981, Charles and Diana were the first royal couple to share a kiss in front of the cheering crowds, later followed
by Andrew and Sarah, and William and Kate. Because Harry and Meghan aren’t getting married in London, there was no
balcony appearance–but that didn’t stop them from sharing a kiss for the cameras in Windsor.
While there are several residences on the Windsor estate that could have
served as a last-night base for Harry and Meghan, they chose to stay at
Coworth Park and Cliveden House luxury hotels respectively.
Apart from Pippa Middleton, this was even the case as recently as William
and Kate’s wedding in 2011, where all seven of the junior attendants were
connected to William. However with Harry and Meghan, it was an entirely
even split, with three of the six bridesmaids and two of the four page boys
connected to the bride.
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PRET EID COLLECTION 2018 BY ZAINAB CHOTTANI
The Prêt Eid Festive Collection 2018 features swarovski embellishments, gold tilla work and
beautiful intricate embroidery. The collection ranges from the brand’s signature classic cuts to
contemporary cuts in casual, luxury and formal wear designed in an array of colours.
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Credits:

Zainab Chottani – Pret Eid Collection 2018
Photographer: Shahbaz Shazi
Hair & Make-up: Shazia Rashid
Models: Anam Aslam and Rabia Chaudhry
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Tips to Get Dad Exactly What
He Wants This Father’s Day

F

ather’s Day is nothing like
Mother’s Day. While mom might
expect a boozy brunch and a day
on the town, dad, more than likely,
just wants to be able to watch the
game with a couple of cold drinks.
Nevertheless, we’re still egged on
usually by mom to get him something
to show our appreciation for him.

But what do you get the
man who has everything?

Luckily, we’ve got the internet to help us answer these hardhitting questions. No longer does dad have to pad his sock
collection or add another necktie to his tie rack. Instead, we
can get him really cool and manly gifts or just sneakily figure
out what he’s been pining for over the course of the year.
If you’re stuck on what to get your old man (or husband) this
Father’s Day, worry no more, as we are going to give you
some tips on how to get something or appreciate your dad
on this fathers day.
www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2018

Be an internet
hawkshaw

Sometimes the best way to figure out
what dad wants is by good old fashioned
subterfuge. While we don’t 100 percent
condone snooping around someone’s
computer, there’s a good chance you share
that Amazon Prime account. Try and find out
what he’s been searching. Is it a new toolset? Maybe it’s
a brand new big screen TV. While the TV might be out of
the equation, you certainly could get him the hammer or
screwdriver of his wildest dreams.
You can check out a few Pinterest boards on Father’s Day.
You can always find great gift ideas one way or another.
Find out new ways which could affect your father a bit
and give him appreciation he needed as a father.
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Make dad an
actual action hero.

Buying gifts for my old man can be difficult. He’s one of
those guys who just goes and buys something he wants or
needs himself. Months of detective work and surveilling
the garage and toolbox all go down the drain once he buys
that new power drill. So I figured I’d get him something
that was totally awesome and that he’d never get himself.

Find His Latest
Interest

You need to notice your dad’s latest interest or anything
he usually talk about to have. You can buy that for him
to make him feel amazing and fulfilled. Believe me he
would burst with joy when you show your care through
his favorite thing. It could be an entirely old piece of
toolset or a new edition electronic device. Anything of his
interest will make him feel better and admire your more
as a son/daughter.

Handheld Letters

This may sound very childish and old trend but this is
probably a thing which could touch your father’s heart
and feel his importance in your heart. Whether you are
an adult or a kid or a youngster, this little gesture of love
will make your fathers filled with joy and put biggest smile
on his face.
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CHARACTERISTICS YOU HAVE THAT
MAKE YOU SEXUALLY ATTRACTIVE
What makes a person sexy?
What is it exactly about
someone that makes him/
her sexually irresistible?
Well, sexy can mean a lot of
things to so many people.
And while the popular
understanding of what
being sexy entails seems
to be constrained to purely
aesthetic qualities, the
people of depth understand
that being sexy transcends
far beyond what a person
sees.

It’s perfectly possible for someone to have a sexy personality
without necessarily ticking off all of the usual metrics of an
aesthetically sexy body. And ultimately, that’s what sexiness
boils down to. It’s really a state of being. It’s something that a
person exudes and it can’t be bound merely by how a person
looks. In fact, there are so many people who look the part, but
fail to be sexy because they don’t have the character or the
personality for it.
So what are some aspects of a person’s character that can make
them become more sexually attractive to the people around
them? Well, it’s hard to simplify the answer to that question.
But by the powers of sheer observation, it seems evident that
the people who are able to espouse these personality traits
tend to be more sexually attractive than others.
Here are 8 characteristics that you have which make you
sexually attractive:
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Generosity

There is always something inherently sexy about a person who
gives wholeheartedly. Generosity is a great trait to have. It
shows that you are selfless and that you are a caring individual.
It shows that you’re not conceited and self-absorbed. It shows
that you genuinely give a damn about the people who are
around you and you’re not just all about living a life for yourself.

2

Humor

A great sense of humor is always something that people are
going to find sexy. You have to remember that as you get older
in a relationship with another person, the looks are going to
fade. And yes, while physical attractiveness is important in
the initial attraction between two people; it’s ultimately one’s
sense of humor that really shines in the end. With time, a great
sense of humor can only get better after all.
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Depth and Intelligence

Intelligence is always going to be sexy no matter what anyone says. There’s just something very
attractive about a person who is well-read and well-informed. When you are able to converse with
someone in a deep and meaningful manner, it really sets you apart. Most other people are just
concerned with shallow and superficial matters a lot of the time. But when you put your knowledge
and intelligence on display, it really gives you an edge.

4

Confidence

You know that you’re a person of worth in this world and so other people will be forced to believe
it as well. If you genuinely believe that you are sexy, then you unconsciously give other people the
permission to do the same as well.

5

Emotional Security

Emotional security is one’s ability to be okay with one’s vulnerability. If you’re an emotionally secure
person, then you understand that you have your flaws and you aren’t afraid to open up about them. It
shows that you are mature enough to come to terms about who you are and how you feel. You don’t
try to suppress your feelings like an immature coward.

6

7

Amiability

Of course, the more amiable you are as a person, the sexier you are. Amiability doesn’t even necessarily
have anything to do with how you look. It’s about how well you can get along with other people. It’s
how kindly you treat the people you interact with. It’s about being able to adapt yourself to the
personalities of so many different kinds of people and making them feel accepted and comfortable
regardless of who they are.

Self-Awareness

A person who is self-aware is considered to be sexy because that is a person who isn’t naïve. If you
put your sense of self-awareness on display, then that is proof that you aren’t blinded from the truth
and that you aren’t operating under a delusion. It shows that you have clarity and that you really
know your worth as a person. You understand that you aren’t a complete doofus and idiot who isn’t
worthy of the nice things that life has to offer. But it also shows that you acknowledge your own
imperfections and you’re still constantly working on becoming a better individual.

8

Open-Mindedness

Open-mindedness is always a sexy attribute to have because it makes you an easier person to actually
converse with. When you are open-minded, it shows that you just aren’t all about talking and talking
without ever listening. It shows that you value learning and that you’re deeply interested in seeing
how other people see things as well. And it also shows that you’re not snobby about your personal
beliefs.
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FOOD
FOR WOMEN

FINEST NUTRITION FOR WOMAN’S BODY

..............................................................................................

1

APPLES
BOOST
IMMUNITY

Cool and sweet, apples
are rich , an antioxidant that
can boost your body’s diseasefighting abilities. In a study ,
just 5 percent of people who
ate more quercetin (apple
contains) came down with a
breathing infection over a twoweek period, compared to 50
percent of those who didn’t.

3

4

LENTILS BUILD
YOUR IRON STORES

Low-calorie lentils pack about 30 percent of your daily
iron per cup cooked. About 12 percent of young women
have low iron stores – at the extreme, that leads to
anemia. But one study found that even women who were
iron deficient had poorer performances on skill tests than
those with normal levels.
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BROCCOLI
FIGHTS
WRINKLES

A cup of broccoli has 100 percent of
your vitamin C Crucial for production
of collagen, which gives skin elasticity.
It’s also rich in beta-carotene, which the
body converts to vitamin A. This vitamin
assists in cell turnover, so old skin cells
are replaced with fresh ones.

PARMESAN CHEESE
STRENGTHENS
BONES

Calcium is key for preventing osteoporosis, especially
in your 20s. Yogurt and nonfat milk help, but most
of us don’t take it three times a day. Take Parmesan
cheese into your diet; its 340 mg of calcium per ounce
– compared to about 200 mg in cheddar or Swiss and
goes a long way toward your 1000 mg/day quota.
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5

DARK CHOCOLATE
ENDS STRESS AND
FIGHTS DISEASE

6

Researchers found that people who ate an ounce
and a half of dark chocolate every day for two
weeks produced less of the stress hormone
cortisol and reported feeling less frazzled.
Cortisol causes a temporary rise in blood
pressure; consistently high levels up your risk
for depression, obesity, heart disease and
more.

POTATOES PACK
HEALTHY CARBS

Researchers found that people who ate an
ounce and a half of dark chocolate every day for
two weeks produced less of the stress hormone
cortisol and reported feeling less frazzled. Cortisol
causes a temporary rise in blood pressure; consistently
high levels up your risk for depression, obesity, heart
disease and more.

7

MUSHROOMS DELIVER
CANCER-FIGHTING
ANTIOXIDANTS

8

SPINACH IS DENSE WITH
KEY NUTRIENTS

This leafy green is high in vitamin K
and also contains calcium
and magnesium a combo
that may help slow the
breakdown of bone that
occurs as you get older as well
as foliate, a B vitamin that
helps prevent birth defects.
And it packs just 7 calories
per cup fresh!

A study showed that women who ate just one third of
an ounce of raw mushrooms a day had a 64 percent
reduction in breast cancer risk. Hence, mushroom is
considered a very healthy ingredient for woman’s body
as well as to reduce the effects of breast cancer.
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